Unit 1: Egypt

**Definition**
- end of Nile River
- where ___________ is deposited.
- Green / Farmland

**Word Association**

**Nile River Delta**

**Word Associations (2):**
- Hand (fingers) / farmland

**Definition**
- Egyptian King, ___________.
- Absolute power, a "_________" on earth.

**Pharaoh**

**Word Associations (2):**
- King / ruler

**Picture**
**Famine**

Definition:
Shortage of __________ in a ____________ / area.

Word Associations (2):
- starvation

**Hatshepsut**

Definition:
1 of 3 ____________ pharaohs, great ____________, took on power and dressed as a man.

Word Associations (2):
- Woman ruler
Valley of the Kings

Definition
Near Thebes, ____________, Egypt.

Where many of the "______________"
had their ______________.

Word Association

Word Associations (2):
- Tombs
- 

Mummification/Embalmung

Definition
Preserving the body for an
____________. All internal
organs removed. Physical
body is ______________.

Word Association

Word Associations (2):
- "Mr. Mummy" video
- 

Picture
Hieroglyphics

Definition: System of ancient ____________________

Word Association

Writing system

Picture

Unification

Definition: To bring _______________ ; ex: to _______________.

Word Association

Bring together territories or _______________.

Word Association

Join together

Picture
Definition
Belief in ________________
Gods.

Word Associations (2):
- Many gods
- 

Polytheistic

Word Association

Picture

Definition
Queen of ________________
politician, ________________.

Cleopatra

Word Associations (2):
- Julius Caesar
- 

Word Association

Picture
**Mastaba**

**Definition**
Ancient Egyptian rectangular (before the ___________).

**Word Association**

**Word Associations (2):**
- Stone slab
- 

---

**Rosetta Stone**

**Definition**
Stone ___________ found in 1799 bearing both Greek and Egyptian writings, used to crack the code of Hieroglyphics. Modern connection: a clue, breakthrough, ___________.

**Word Association**

**Word Associations (2):**
- Crack the code
- 

---